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Master of Commerce 2nd Semester

1059

BUSINESS EI\VIRONMENT (Same for USOL Candidates)

Paper-M.C.201
Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 80

Note :- Attemptfive questions in all, selecting at least oze question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT-I
1. Explain the main elements of poiitical environment. How

does the political environment affect business of a

country ?

2. What are the basic features of technological environment ?

Explain the impact of technology on society.

3. Wh,v is internal business environment important ? Discuss

its impact on policy formulation in India.

UNIT-II
4. Discuss the main objectives and process of iiberalization. Is

there any threat to the Indian economy due to
liberalization ? Discuss.

5. Explain the significance and components of foreign

investment. Discuss the policy of the Government of India

towards direct foreign investment.
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7.

8.

UNIT-III
What are the main objectives of industrial policy ? Write a

note on the Industrial Policy of 1991 and its impact on Indian

economy.

Explain the objectives and techniques of Fiscal Policy. Discuss

briefly the fiscal measures which are undertaken by the

government in the recent Fiscal Policy.

Write short notes on the following :

(a) Causes of growth of public expenditure in India.

(b) Integration of world's economy and its impact on Indian

business.

UNIT-IV
What do you understand by the capital market ? Distinguish

between money and capital markets. How are they interrelated ?

Explain briefly the Right to Information and Right to Service

Acts and their implications for business.
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Master of Commerce 2"d Semester

1059

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN COMMERCE

(Same for USOL Candidates)
Paper:M.C.202

TimeAllowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks: 80

Note :- Attempt any five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit.

UNIT-I
I. Define scientific method. Explain the different steps involved in

doing research using scientific methods. 16

II. Define Research Designand outline its mainfeatures. Briefly describe

and ditferentiate between Exoloratorv and Descriotive Research

Sub. Code :

Exam. Code :

Design.

II1. Differentiate between :

(a) Null hypothesis andAlternative hypothesis

(b) Type-I and Type-II error.

(c) Parametric tests and Non Parametric tests

(d) One tailed test and two tailed test.
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TINIT_II

ry. what are the various sources of collecting information in
Research ? Explain the different ways of organizing the collected
materials.

v How does the case study method differ from the survey
method ? Analyse the merits and limitations of case studv method
in Business Research. 16

. UNIT-III
u. Discuss the guidelines or established practices of using footnotes,

abbreviations, quotations, tables, dictation, appendices in writine
a research report. Give suitable examples. t6

vll Distinguish betrveen data and information. Highlight the importance
of analysis and presentation of information.

16

t6

t6

s000

UNIT-IV
viII. what do you mean by Multivariate techniques ? Explain their

significance in context of Research Studies. 16

x. Describe the concept of Research Report. Explain the various
steps ofresearch report preparation and writing and highlight the
importance of each component of research report.

X. Write short notes on :

(a) MultipleRegression

(b) FactorAnalysis.
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Master of Commerce 2nd Semester
1059

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND POLICY
(Same for USOL Candidates)

Paper-M.C. 203

Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum ]Iarks : 80

Note :-Attempt FIVE questions in all selecting at least ONE
question from each unit. Ail questions carry equal marks.

TIIIIT-I
1. How should the finance function of an enterprise be organized ?

What functions does the financial officer perform ?

2. (a) Illustrate the concept of internal rate of return with its
significance.

(b) Discuss the concept of financial forecasting. Also explain
the various tools and techniques available for financial
forecasting.

UNIT-II
3. Equipment Y has a cost of Rs. 75,000 and net cash flow of

Rs. 20,000 per year for a period of six years. A substitute
equipment Z would cost Rs. 50,000 and generate net cash
flow of Rs. 14,000 per year for a period of six years. The
required rate of return of both equipments is 11 per cent.
Calculate the IRR and NPV for the equipments. State which
should be accepted and why ?
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4. what is the cApM approach for calculating the cost of
equity ? What is the difference between this approach a,:C
the constant growth approach ? which one is better and
why ?

5. "The certainty equivalent approach is theoreticaily superior
to the risk-adjusted discount rate',. Do you agree ? Give
reasons in support of your answer.

UNIT_III
6. Firms A and B are similar except that A is unlevered, while

B has Rs. 2.00.000 of 5 per cent debentures outstanding.
Assume that the tax rate is 40 per cent; NOI is Rs. 40,000
and the cost of equity is 10 per cent.

(i) calculate the value of the firms, if the M-M assumptions
are met.

(ii) Suppose Vo : Rs. 3,60,000. According to M_M, do
these represent equilibrium varues ? How wilr equilibrium
be set ? Explain.

7. what is Financiar Risk ? How does it differ from business
risk ? How does the use of financial leverage resurt in
increased financial risk ?

8. what is the indifference point in the EBIT-EPS analysis ?
Give its uses and limitations.

UNIT-IV
9' what is Miller-Modigliani's dividend irrelevance hypothesis ?

Critically evaluate its assumptions.

l0' Define the concept of working capital management: Arso
explain the various methods for estimating working capitar
needs.
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Master of Commerce 2nd Semester

1059

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

(Same for USOL Candidates)

Paper: M.C.205

Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks:80

Note :_- Attempt any five questions. Each question carries equar
marks.

l. Define operations Research. Describe its characteristics and
limitations.

2. Upon completing the construction of his house Mr. Natragen
discovers that 700 square feet of plywood scrap and
80 square feet of white pine scrap are in unsareable fbrm
for the construction of tables and book cases. It takes
16 square feet of plywood and g square feet of white pine
to make a table; 12 square feet of plyw-ood and 16 square
feet of white pine are required to construct a book case. By
selling the finished products to a local furniture store Mr.
Natragen can realise a profit of Rs. 25 on each table and
Rs. 20 on each book case. How may he most profitably use
the left-over wood ? use Graphical Method to solve the
problem.
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3. Solve bY SimPlex method :

Maximize : Z : 3X' + 5X2 + 5X3

subject to restrictions :

0.1xr+0.25X2+OXr<120
0.20X1 + 0.30X, + 0.40X, <260

X,, X2, X, 2 0

4.ExplainVogel,sapproximationmethodtofirrdinitialbasic
feasiblesolutionintransportationproblemandthendescribe

SequenceofstepsinMoDlmethodtocheckitsoptimality.

5. Solve the transportation problem and test the optimality :

cl c2 C c4 Supply

q LF L4 1,20 LLq. 60

% J4 l,2t L22 JL 80

L]!- Li-q_ L_!g- 60w'
J

ltu

Demand 40 50 40 60 tn]----=-{u

6,Fivejobsaretobeprocessedandfivemachinesafeavailable.
Any machine can process any job with resulting profit

(in rupees) as follows :

Jobs Machines

A B C l) E

II

2

3

Aa

)

)L

40

4l
22

29

38

24

27

38
aa
JJ

40

28
aaJJ

4T

40

28

2l
30

36

35

40

36

)t
36

39

Find the assignment pattern that maximises the sales'
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8.

7 . Why is replacement of items replaced ? Distinguish between

individual replacement and group replacement policy'

Obtain the critical path and project duration for the following

PERT network. Also obtain total and free float for each

activity :

What is a queue ? Give an example and explain the basic

elements of queues.

Reduce the following game by dominance and find the game

value :

I
il
m
IV
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BUSINESS POLICYAND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
(Same for USOL Candidates)

Paper-M.C.-A06

TimeAllowed: ThreeHoursl [Maximum Marks: g0

Note :- The candidates are required to answer five questions in ail,
selecting at least one question from each unit. Each one will
carry equal marks.

TII{IT_I
1. Define strategic management and discuss in derail its various

characteristics.

2' Give a comprehensive account of strategic management process.

UNIT*II
3. what is diversification ? what are its types and exprain reasons

for diversification ?

4. write in detail the research and development policies and prans.

5. Write short notes on any fwo :

(t Strategic intent and strategy formulation.
(ii) CorporateSocialResponsibility.

(iii) Business definition, objectives and goals.
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UNIT_III

Explain strategy implementation and add a note on relationship

between strategy formulation and implementation'

Define'7-S'model. How it helps in reducing the difficulties in

strategy implementation ? Explain'

Write short notes on anY two :

(r) Organizationalanarchies'

(ii) Role of organizational systems in evaluation'

(iii) Strategiccontrol'

L]NIT-IV

Explain E-commerce business model' Also discussthe key success

factors inE-commerce'

Case StudY

Achild,spreferenceforchocolatecouldbeforplainmilkchocolate
chocolate-enrobed goodey bars, or the latest hit : wafer-enrobed

chocol ate. Leadin g brands lilie C adbury's and Nestle encompas s

all of them, Kit-Kat from Nestle and Perk from Cadbury's have

started running neck to neck with 8% volume share each

(ORG figure ending June, 1996)'

Within one year of their launch, no chocolate has succeeded in

gettingthesharebothhavegotdespitethefactthatKit-Katand
Perk are available only in 16 and 20 towns and not at national

level. The market seems to accept chocolate more easily compared

to the past. Since 1 993, the growth has been from 1 5% to 25Yo

and new consumer interest has been created in chocolates because

of high-profrle as-campaign and promotional efforts'

While CDM (Cadbury's Dairy Miik) has attempted to break

consumermindsetthatchocolateswereforchildrenonly,thetwo
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wafer-enrobed brands have established new segment which
threatens the traditional plain milk chocolate. Here lies the strategy
ofKit-Kat and Perk. while Nestle's Kit-Kat wishes to push cDM
by concentrating on the wafer market, cadbury's is looking at milk
chocolates for consolidation of gains.

cadbury's aims of launching perk appear to have been reactionary,
since it followed Kit-Kat's launch. ostensibly. the perk was a
logical step into an evolving market which synergized with the
company's revitalized expansionist strategy. And trend of snacking
products has acted as a spur. For cadbury's launch, said Bakshi,
rvas an effort to build-up its repertoire of brands and thereby get
into the evoked set (preferred set) ofbrands-cDM, Kit-Kat. perk
and Five-Star.

Questions :

(l ) Does the consumer really perceive the difference between
milk chocolates and wafer chocolates ?

(2) Can Kit-Kat and Perk redefine the chocolate market ?

(3) Whether Kit-Kat can displace perk, ifthe strategy, as given
in the case, is followed ?
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